In this paper we present a lexical approach that will identify opinion of web users popularly expressed using short words or sms words. 
Introduction
Short words also known as SMS language [8] [9] [10] are quite popular with web users. There are many arguments [8] [9] and counter arguments [10] about its use in communication and its impact on linguistic development of future generations. We believe these short words continue to exist and would conceal facts and opinions important to others. For example, word like excellent is written in short words as xllent, xlent etc., the use of short words are found to be very popular as it conveys message at less time. The limitation is that there are no standards for short words, making it very difficult for processing. A few web users use one or more short words in their communication and opinionated text are no exceptions. Following are the examples of opinionated text with regular and short opinionated words collected from opinionated site review centre and retained in same form. Example 1 conveys opinion of a web user with regular opinionated words. Similarly, example 2 conveys opinion of a web user using regular and short opinionated words. The words in bold represent regular opinionated words, those that are bold and underlined represent short opinionated words. The afore used short words like gr8, 5n, gud, xllent are commonly used to represent regular words great, fine, good and excellent.
Example 1 Well it is one of the most
In this paper, we focus on detecting opinions expressed by web users using short and regular opinion words only on products. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give a brief description of related work. Then, in Section 3, we discuss our methodology. In Section 4, the experimental results are discussed. Conclusion is discussed in Section 5.
Related work
Opinion mining is a recent sub discipline of information retrieval which is not about the topic of a document, but with the opinion it expresses [1] . We have referred many literatures on opinion mining, due to space constraint only a few are below mentioned.
Hatzivassiloglou and McKeown [15] have attempted to predict semantic orientation of adjectives by analyzing pairs of adjectives (i.e., adjective pair is adjectives conjoined by and, or, but, eitheror, neither-nor) extracted from a large unlabelled document set.
Turney [13] has obtained remarkable results on the sentiment classification of terms by considering the algebraic sum of the orientations of terms as representative of the orientation of the document . Wang and Araki [16] proposed a variation of the Semantic Orientation-PMI algorithm for Japanese for mining opinion in weblogs. They applied Turney method to Japanese webpage and found results slanting heavily towards positive opinion. They proposed balancing factor and neutral expression detection method and reported a well balanced result.
Kamps et al [11] have focused on the use of lexical relations defined in WordNet. They defined a graph on the adjectives contained in the intersection between the Turney's seed set and WordNet, adding a link between two adjectives whenever WordNet indicate the presence of a synonymy relation between them. The authors defined a distance measure d (t1, t2) between terms t1 and t2, which amounts to the length of the shortest path that connects t1 and t2. The orientation of a term is then determined by its relative distance from the seed terms good and bad.
Opinion observer [6] is the sentiment analysis system for analyzing and comparing opinions on the web. The product features are extracted from noun or noun phrases by the association miner. They use adjectives as opinion words and assign prior polarity of these by WordNet exploring method. The polarity of an opinion expression which is a sentence containing one or more feature terms and one or more opinion words is assigned a dominant orientation. The extracted features are stored in a database in the form of feature, number of positive expression and number of negative expression.
Anil and Suresha [5] proposed an approach for detecting opinion from short words using short word lexicon. It involves in searching an opinionated text with entries of short word lexicon and translating short words with regular words in an opinionated text for opinion detection.
Our work differs from afore mentioned studies by finding opinion of a user from both regular and short opinionated words in an opinionated text. Our work uses adjectives as well as parts-of-speech like verb, adverb etc., to capture opinionated words for efficient opinion detection. Also the use of lexical analysis with extraction patterns eliminates searching and translation phases for opinion detection from short opinionated words.
Methodology
We collected nearly 2000 opinionated texts from sources such as web search engines like Google, Altavista, Exalead etc., opinionated sites like Amazon, CNet, review centre, bigadda, rediff etc., and from researchers [2] [6] for experimentation.
Our data sets comprised of predominantly of normal opinionated words with a few short words used for expressing opinions. We passed these data sets to group of 10 engineering students of diverse disciplines to rephrase regular opinion words with their popular short opinion words, while retaining a copy of original data sets for further processing. We refer to original opinionated texts as Data Set 1 and rephrased opinionated texts as Data set 2. All opinionated texts, both original and rephrased, are subjected to a parts of speech tagger. The tagger used is Monty Tagger [7] . The tagged opinionated texts are then subjected to extraction patterns to obtain opinionated phrases that are likely to contain user's opinion. Table 1 We use Sentiment Product Lexicon (SPL) to capture only subjective or opinionated phrases and perform polarity shifting of a few phrases to detect opinion of web users from opinionated texts. The detail of SPL is provided in [3] . We also employ the short word lexicon as discussed in [5] to aid detecting short words from opinionated texts.
We compute the average semantic orientation of the opinionated text by considering all scores of opinionated phrases as shown in Equation 1. We classify an opinionated text as positive, if the average semantic orientation of opinionated text is greater than a threshold and negative when the average semantic orientation is less than a threshold. The threshold used here is 0.
. Experiments and Results
The extraction patterns listed in Table 1 and 2 are used with afore mentioned approach to obtain opinion from opinionated texts. Consider the following opinionated texts
Example 1 "i luv this product it is gr8 to have such a nice phn". Short words luv, gr8 and phn is used by author of the review to mean love, great and phone as per Short word Lexicon. Application of tagger will result in the following tagged texts i/NN luv/VBG this/DT product/NN it/PRP is/VBG gr8/CD to/TO have/VB such/JJ a /DT nice/JJ phn/NN. Patterns in Table 1 will extract opinionated phrase nice/JJ phn/NN without considering other opinionated phrases like luv and gr8. Patterns in Table 2 will extract all opinionated phrases such as luv, gr8 and nice from the text.
Example 2 "apple iphone simply bst i really liked it". Short word bst is used by author of review to mean best. Its tagged text is apple/NN iphone/NN simply/RB bst/VB i/NN really/RB liked/ VBD it/PRP. Patterns in Table 1 will extract phrases such as simply/RB bst/VB and really/RB liked/ VBD. Extraction patterns from Table 2 will yield opinionated phrases such as bst and liked. Table 1 will extract a non opinionated phrase new/JJ camera/NN which will be eliminated using SPL. Table 2 patterns will capture an opinionated phrase gud from the text. We compute the accuracy of our approach by considering true positives and true negatives divided by total number of opinionated texts. True positives represent number of opinionated texts classified correctly as positive. Similarly, true negatives represent number of opinionated texts classified correctly as negatives. Table 3 shows the result of various approaches using extraction patterns listed in Table 1 and 2 on Data set 1. We found the results of approaches using adjective and using patterns listed in Table 2 to be very similar. This is because majority of opinionated texts in Data set 1 uses normal opinion phrase to expresses users opinion. Results of other approaches using patterns listed in [5] and patterns listed in Table 1 were very similar on Data set 1. Similarly, Table 4 shows the result of various approaches using extraction patterns listed in Table 1 and 2 on Data set 2. We found results obtained using patterns listed in Table 1 to be better than the other patterns employed to detect users opinion from opinionated texts. Results obtained from the combined list of patterns from Table 1 and 2 was found to be very similar to result obtained using patterns listed in Table  2 . This combined list of patterns can be used to effectively detect web users opinion from opinionated texts. Figure 1 and 2 shows positive accuracy and negative accuracy of users opinion on Data Set 1 and Data Set 2.
. Conclusion
We have discussed the use of different extraction patterns to detect opinion from opinionated texts consisting of normal and short opinionated words. We have achieved a better accuracy with patterns listed in Table 1 and 2 on both Data set 1 and Data set 2. An increased accuracy of 2.1 %, 0.66% and 2.11% is obtained with patterns listed in Table 2 as compared to patterns listed in Table 1 , using only adjective and using pattern mentioned in [5] on Data set 1. We obtain a better accuracy for patterns listed in Table 1 as against other approaches on Data set 2. An increased accuracy of 0.47%, 10.37% and 13.62% is obtained with patterns listed in Table 1 as compared to patterns listed in Table 2 , using only adjective and using pattern mentioned in [5] on Data set 2. A combined list of patterns from Table 1 and 2 obtained accuracy similar to patterns listed in Table  1 on Data set 2. But, they can be used to capture effectively user opinion spanning different parts of speech as well as opinionated phrases consisting of normal and short phrases.
